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Welcome to SOESNews - the School ofOcean andEarth Science (SOES)
magazine for current and prospective students, alumni and friends. We
look forward to sharing exciting updates on ourworld-renowned
scientists, features on cutting-edge research, profiles on talented alumni,
and fun stories on our students. Enjoy!
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SOESwelcomes its 10th
graduating class
On 22nd July, 2009, the School of
Ocean and Earth Science welcomed
its 10th graduating class. Natalie
Ludgate earned herMaster of
Geology from SOES andwas one of
the hundreds who celebrated the
importantmilestone.

I became interested in geologywhile
studying the subject at A-Level. I
loved learning about our planet, so it
was a natural choice for further
education.When Iwas investigating
the universities that taught geology, I
looked at theUniversity of
Southamptonwebsite and fell in love
with theWaterfrontCampus.Who
wouldn’t? As I readmore about the
campus and the facilities, I became
excited about becoming part of the
scientific community.

The graduation ceremony had the
very grandeur and prestige I
expected from such a high calibre
university. The traditionmade all the
graduands feel that they had
achieved a lotmore in the years here
than just a grade and a piece of paper.
We becamepart of something larger
and now this is where life starts.

The School ofOcean andEarth
Science is based in a brilliant location
and has encouragedme to push
myself as a young scientist and
achieve goals I never thought
possible. It has not been easy. The

lecturerswere tough and challenged
us towork hard, but it wasworth it.
Thereweremany occasionswhere
my classmates and I just didn’t think
we had anymore to give. Through the
moral support and the careful
guiding of staff however, we always
managed to find a bitmore energy
and push ourmarks up just a few
percent each time.

I enjoyedmany of themodules
duringmy time here; a few that stand
out include Environmental Geology
andPalaeoclimateChange. These
courseswere particularly interesting
as they looked at howunderstanding
geology can affect our lives and the
worldwe live in. They offered
inspiration and confirmed that Iwish
to carry onmy education after
Southampton and complete a PhD.
Because of the knowledge, skills and
opportunities Southampton has
offered, I nowhave a fully funded
place lined up for nextOctober.

Studying at Southampton has been
amazing, Imade brilliant friends and
as the saying goes “had the time of
my life”. Butmost of all, studying
here has been an investment,
ensuring I have a successful career
and a positive future.

SOES offers its congratulations and
best wishes to the Class of 2009.
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Ocean Space -
the final frontier
Aswe recognise the achievements of the
moon landing in 1969 itmight beworth
noting that next yearwill be the 50 year
anniversary of Picard andWalsh’s
descent into theChallengerDeep – the
lowest point on theEarth’s surface at
11,000metres, nearly sevenmiles.

Twelvemenhavewalked on themoon:Neil
Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, PeteConrad, Alan
Bean, Alan Shepard, EdgarMitchell, David
Scott, James Irwin, JohnW.Young, Charles
Duke, EugeneCernan, andHarrison Schmitt
- but no one has everwalked on the deep-
ocean floor.

More is known about the surface of the
moon than the surface of the Earth – 70%of
the Earth’s surface lies underwater. The
moon’s surface has beenmapped and
photographed fromevery angle. Less than
1%of the deep ocean has been investigated
in detail.

However, in the decades before and since
the firstmoon landing no new life forms
have been discovered in space - but
thousands have been found in our deep
oceans. Evenwhole new ecosystems – for
example the communities of animals that

live exclusively on the chemicals
pumped out at

hydrothermal vents.

Using the
bathysphereTrieste,
Jaques Picard and
Navy Lieutenant
DonWalsh
descended 10,915
metres into the
ChallengerDeep,

which lies in the
MarianaTrench. This

descent bymanhas
never been repeated. The

depths of the trench have
recently been revisited by the

HROVNereus - a dive to 10,902mon 31May
2009. But still no can set foot there - the
deepest diving suit will only get you to 610m,
thatwould still be 6.5miles short of the
bottom!

Front pagephoto: Paul Tyler inAntarcticaon
oneof hismany research cruises.

2009Graduates.Natalie Ludgateon far right
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Researchers atNOCShave drawn
together 200 years’worth of
oceanographic knowledge to
investigate the notorious deep-sea
giant – the king crab. The results,
published in the Journal of
Biogeography, reveal temperature as a
driving force behind the divergence of
amajor seafloor predator; globally, and
over tens ofmillions of years of Earth’s
history.

Indeep seas all over theworld, around
100 species of king crabs live largely
undiscovered. The fraction that have
been found includes someweird and

wonderful examples -Paralomis seagrantii
has its eightwalking legs and claws
entirely covered in long fur-like setae;
while related groupLithodesmegacanthus
grows to lengths of 1.5metres, and has 15-
20-cm long defensive spines covering its
body. At temperatures of around 1- 4ºC,
these crabs thrive in some of the colder
waters onEarth; living and growing very
slowly, probably to very old ages.Only in
the coolerwater towards the poles are
king crabs found near thewater surface –
though temperatures found around some
parts of the Antarctic (below 1ºC) are too
extreme for their survival.

A paper, published 15 years ago inNature
is thought to show that king crabs evolved
from shell-bound hermit crabs – similar
to the familiar shoreline animals. Soft-
bodied, but shell-free intermediate forms
are found only in the shallowwaters off
Japan, Alaska, andWesternCanada.

By looking at 200 years’ worth of records
from scientific cruises andmuseum
collections, SallyHall andDr SvenThatje
fromSOESdiscovered that the soft-
bodied forms can live at temperatures
about ten degrees higher than the hard-

bodied forms, but that both groups can
only reproducewhen temperature is
between 1ºC up to 13-15ºC.

“It seems thatmost shallow-water
representatives of this family are trapped
in the coastal regions of theNorth Pacific
because the higher sea surface
temperatures further south prevent them
from reproducing successfully and
spreading,” saidDrThatje.

In order to leave this geographic
bottleneck and spread around theworld,
the shallowwater ancestors of current
deep-sea groups had to go deep and adapt
to the challenges of life in the deep sea.
The process of adaptation to constant
low temperatures (1-4ºC) prevailing in
the deep sea seems to have narrowed the
temperature tolerance range of the crabs
where they have emerged to the surface
waters in the SouthernHemisphere.

This study reveals temperature as a
driving force behind the speciation and
radiation of amajor seafloor predator
globally and over tens ofmillions of years
of Earth’s history.

King crabs go deep to
avoid hot water

Transport of king crabLithodes
santolla fromSouthAmerica to
EuropeonboardRVPolarstern

Theking crabLithodes confundens fromthe southwestAtlantic
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Our efforts to research one of the planet’s least
understood,most biologically diverse, and the
deepest and least explored place on Earthwill help us
understand howwe can protect and preserve this
increasingly vulnerable, yet vital resource.

Withmore than 60 cruises under his belt during his
career, we invited Professor Tyler to shares a typical
day in the life of amarine biologist at sea.

The sound of a voice over the RRS James Cook’s
tannoy systemwakesme. The voice is
encouragingme to use lesswater and to switch
off tapswhen not in use orwhen I am cleaning
my teeth. The use of freshwater is a constant
worry on research ships but is rarely in short
supply. It’s 10.30amand the reason it seems late
is that I amon the 12 hourwatch from4pm to 4
amand only got to bed at 4.15am. I sleptwell
because the gentle rocking of the ship lulledme
to sleep, although it’s a different story during
storms.

I shower, dress andwalk to themain lab to check
the progress of the science programme. A
special corer called amegacore is on itsway to
the seabed 3600mbelow andwill take 2 hours to
get there. The activity ismonitored by the day
watch crew,many ofwhomare bleary-eyed
having been up since 3.45am to start their watch
at 4am. Tiredness is one thingwe all suffer from
and as the cruise progresses, we never seem to
get enough sleep. Power naps are important for
restoring energy.

Lunch is a fullmeal at 11.30 in the self-service
cafeteria. Youwill not starve on a British
research vessel and it is a constant battle not to
put onweight at sea. After lunch I check email.
Communication has changed phenomenally
since I first went to the deep sea in the late
1970s. At the time, the only communication
between ship and shorewas radio telephone
through one of the coastguard stations. Today,
there is constant access to e-mail via the
communications satellite. The downside of this
is that all thework frombase follows you to sea.
Bymid-afternoon the corer is back on deck and

the daywatch takes the samples to the sieving
table towash away themud and to collect the
small organisms that live in it. It is only in the
last 20 years that havewe recognised that the
deep sea has a biodiversity equal to the tropical
rain forest. The sievers take great care as an
organism they collectmay never have been seen
before andwill be new to science. Because a tiny
percentage of the deep sea has ever been
explored, we are constantly discovering new life
forms and incredible finds during our dives.

Wehave a short 2 hour steam to the next station
wherewewill dive at 2500mdepthwith the ROV
Isis. Isis is a sophisticated underwater vehicle
tethered to our ship by a fibreoptic cable capable
of sending real time images and collecting
samples at the seabed. Isis has transformed our
ability to survey and study the deep sea. The
scientific watch changes andmywatch is now
officially working. TheROV team run a series of
pre-dive checks on the ROVand the scientists
get ready for their watch.

The control van of the ROVmay not be
‘Houston’ but it is very impressive. All along one
wall are five 42 inch video screens that show all
of the imagery from the various cameras on Isis
(pilot’s camera, science camera, high resolution
camera and a stills camera). Below, there are 7
smaller screenswith all of the navigation
information, forward facing sonar and position
of the ROVand the ship.We sit behind the pilots
and have our own suite of screens for event
logging, navigation and readouts of other ROV
instrumentation such as salinity, temperature
and depth.

Once the ROV is in thewater, it takes 2 hours to
reach the seabed. After all of these years,
‘Seabed in sight’ still raises the excitement level
inme as you have no ideawhatmight be there.
Wehave dinnerwhile the ROV is descending.
This is themainmeal of the day and often
consists of four courses. There is discussion
over dinner between the differentwatches and
exchanges of information and dive requests.

A day in the life at sea
Professor Paul Tyler is a deep seamarine biologist atNOCS.His
contributions to the field have firmly established the importance of
the deep sea and the incredible biodiversity of lifewithin it.

Photos from top to bottom
Pteraster at the seabedand Isi
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Back in the ROV control van, we are at the seabed and
there are a series of checks. At 2500m theROV is under
250 atmospheres of pressure. TheROVpilots check all
the technical and recording equipment. The commands
we give on the joystick are transmitted instantaneously
to the ROVnearly twomiles away.

The object of this dive is to carry out a video transect up
the side of a canyon from2500 to 1500metres. The
submarine canyonswalls are steep and rugged and are
very difficult to sample from surface ships. TheROV is
perfect for such study.Ourwatch is divided into shifts so
that each scientist can get a break in their 12 hourwatch,
but such is the enthusiasm amongstmy colleagues that
the control van is nearly always full.

It is early evening and the dive is due to finish early
morning tomorrow.We set off up the slope recording the
animalswe see and collecting some sowe can identify
themaccurately.With the advent ofmolecularmethods,
we can now ’barcode’ each species aswell as having
morphological descriptions. The survey is almost a
routine now and there is both scientific discussion and
banter between the pilots and the scientists. At one point
we stop aswewant to collect an animal. Thismeans
setting the ROVon the seabed using the twomanipulator
arms to pick up the animal and place it in the biobox for
transport back to the surface. Some of the organisms at
the seabed are so small they are collected by using a
pushcore, a hollow cylinder of plastic that is pushed into
the sediment and pulled out and placed in a quiver on the
front of the ROV. TheROVpilots are very experienced at
this and it takes only about 2minutes to get a push core.

Every so often there is a ‘tea call’ and someone goes off to
make a tray of tea and raid the biscuits to bring themback
to the van.Work does not stop and tea is drunk ‘on the
hoof ’. Atmidnight the ROVpilotwatches change. The
pilots are also doing 12hwatches but change atmidday
andmidnight. There is about 10mins of discussion during
which there is an exchange of a huge amount of technical
information before oneROVwatch leaves and the other
settles in for the night.

Aswe approach the early hours of themorning there are
fewer people about andwe settle down again to the
routine of videoing, recording and sampling. At 2 am I
often start to feel a bit sleepy andwill go for a shortwalk
round the ship just towake up again. At 3.45 am thewatch
leader of the daywatchwill come into the ROV control
van andwewill discuss the dive, progressmade andwhat
still needs to be done. At 4amourwatch is relieved and
we leave the van. Some go for a cup of tea but I tend to go
to bed. I amusually in bed by 4.15 but the irony is that
often I cannot sleep because of the excitement of
observing the seabed for the last fewhours. However, I
amusually asleep by 4.30 andwake naturally about 10.30
to start another day.

m: Thecontrol van for Isis; Prof Paul Tyler inAntarctica; Exampleof
sbeingdeployedoff theRRS James Cook.
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Alumni reunite at
Ocean andEarthDay
2010
Pleasemark your calendars for
Saturday 20thMarch 2010when the
NationalOceanographyCentre,
Southamptonwill be holding its annual
Ocean andEarthDay.

This isNOCS largest annual public event
and a great opportunity to explore the
UK’s # 1 centre formarine andEarth
science.

Weplan to have anAlumni presence at the
event and hope you can join us to
reconnectwith old friends and tutors.

Please save the date andwe look forward
to seeing you inMarch!

Is there “life after
graduation?”
Withnews about the economyever present and always changing, it
is nowonder that current students andnewgraduates are taking
life after graduation very seriously.On 22ndApril, eight SOES
alumni returned to theUniversity to participate as panellists on the
SOES “Life AfterGraduationPanel.” Over 100 students and staff
attended the “Geology andGeophysics” and “MarineBiology and
Oceanography” panels atNOCS tohear alumni speak candidly
about their path since graduation and their tips for getting a job.
Students also had the chance to networkwith alumni during lunch
and to foster linkswith a variety of companies.

“It gave a realistic view ofwhatworkwas available alongwith very
sound, genuine advice,” said one student. “It showed there iswork out
there for peoplewho apply themselves.” Student feedback particularly
favoured the honest advice on how towrite aCV to how to best prepare
for an interview.

“I thought it was a verywell organised day andwas glad to hear it topped
the tables for attendance” saidMaster ofGeology panellist RobCooper.
“I thoroughly enjoyed it too andwould be pleased to be involved again!”

The eventwas fully funded by theUniversity’s LearningTeaching
Enhancement Fund to help promote links betweenAlumni, Career
Services, current students and employability efforts. Students
especially were consulted during the planning to ensure their questions
were addressed. “Will I likemy job?” “what do employerswant?” “what
modulesmake the difference?” and “howmuchwill I earn?”were all
unanimous questions on theminds of current students.

Employability is a priority for theUniversity and SOES graduates are
highly regarded in a number of industries and fields. During this
economic downturn and feeling of uncertainty, the panel provided
constructive advice on career prospects to students and promoted the
important role companies can play in supporting employability efforts.
The feedback fromparticipants and alumni has been positive andwe
plan to host another event in 2010.
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Create an
opportunity and make
a lasting difference to
your School

As aSOESalumnus, youwill have
experienced firsthand theSchool’s
commitment to innovative
excellence in teaching and research.
Thegoal of our undergraduate
programmes is toproduce thebest
andbrightest graduateswhoare
well equipped toenter theworldof
employment in notonly awide
rangeofocean andEarth sciences
or Earth systemscience
professions, but also inother
spheres.Our courses are
constructed around this goal, with
emphasis being givenboth to
academicmerit and the skills and
qualities soughtout by employers.
In order to create these

opportunities and inspire ambition
inour studentsweneed toprovide
specialist equipment, first rate
facilities and topclass fieldwork
opportunities. As an alumnus you
canplay a role in providingour
studentswith theopportunity to
make a lasting global impacton the
world around themby joiningour
community of donors.

A gift of any size todaymakes an
instant yet lastingdifference at
SOES, and youcanbe reassured that
you arehelping to transform lives

and investing in thenext generation
of great thinkers. Your giftwill be
matchedunder theGovernment
matched funding schemeandgift
aided so your support cango
further thanever before.

Weneed your support tohelp
others follow in your footsteps.
Please considermaking a gift to
SOES today andhelp support the
exciting teaching and research
opportunities thatmakeour School
life changing.

In 1999, members of the Geology class of 1965 established the
Brian Sedgwick Oversby prize to recognise their late friend's
passion for geology. Peter Dolan, a donor to the prize and
member of the class of Geology 1965 reflects on his memories of
Brian.

BrianOversbywas a field geologist par excellence.He grewup in
the LakeDistrict and by his early teenage yearswas a compulsive
rock hound, particularly interested in fossils. Hewas known at
school asCass (fromCassius of the lean and hungry look) since
he did his ‘geologising’ by hiking and cycling the hills on his
Hercules bicyclewhich he’d been given for passing his 11+
examinations.

Brian came to theGeologyDepartment at Southampton
in 1962, where he joined eight other freshers, all of
whomwere somewhat in awe of this rather private and
sometimes gruff 19thCentury character. It didn’t take
long for them to realise his exceptional independence
and commitment to geology, notably fieldmapping
which he undertook inwooden soled clogs!

After graduating in 1965 Brianwent toColumbia (New
York)where he earned a Ph.D beforemoving to
Australia . He had a distinguished careerworking for the

BMR (Bureau ofMineral Resources)mapping vast swathes of
mainly igneous andmetamorphic terrains in the outback. Upon
his retirement, Brian continued his active life style, including
mountain trekking in theHimalayas. It was on one such trip in
1999 that hewas taken ill and could not bemedevaced to safety
before he died.

TheClass of ’65weremoved to start a small fund in Brian’s
memory, with the inspiration being to assist aworthy second
year undergraduate to hone their skills in ‘hard rock’ field
mapping. In 2009 it was decided to recognise the 10th
anniversary of Brian’s passing and to put the funding on amore

sustainable basis
through the
establishment of the
BrianOversby
Endowment Fund. The
fundwill continue to
encourage fieldmapping
proficiency. We are sure
that Brianwould approve
and look forward to the
impact the prizewill
have for future "Oversby
Scholars."

A lasting legacy for a geologist and friend

�
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donors to theOversbyprize
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ProfessorTimMinshull is the newHeadof School of SOES.
Tim joinedSOES in 1999 fromCambridge as aRoyal Society
ResearchFellow.We talked toTimabout his new role and
his scientific background.

Q: Why is whatwe do as a centre andwithin SOES so important?
How is our sciencemaking a difference?

Our research and education atNOCS is focused on the
processes occurring on and near the surface of the planetwe
inhabit and the consequences of those processes, for example
for the earth’s climate, for lifewithin the oceans, for the
resources our planet can provide and the hazards that can be
generated. These processes impact everyone, and the broad
interest in and impact of our science is demonstrated by the
regular appearance ofNOCS scientists in national and
internationalmedia.

Q: What do you see as the key challenges and opportunities of your
new role?

The anticipated increase or removal of the cap on top-up-fees
will present uswith tough decisions about howweposition
ourselves in the future. Financially, thingswill be difficult,
although I think SOESwill benefit from the strongRAE result.

Wewelcome a newVice
Chancellor to theUniversity
in Autumn 2009 and one of
my early taskswill be to give
him a “state of the nation”
overview of SOES and our
ambitions. Longer term I
would like to see a bigger
NOCSGraduate School that
is attractingmore
international students. The School is also recruiting new
academic postswhichwill be crucial to our future success.We
need to set the bar high to help raise our standards.

Q: What is your research background?
I am amarine geophysicist, whichmeans thatmy research is
focused on the solid earth beneath the oceans – on its structure
and the processes that form and shape it. I first went to sea on a
research vessel as a new graduate student in 1986 and found the
experience of collecting new information about an unknown
region of the Earth buried beneath several kilometres ofwater
incredibly stimulating. Since then I have been to sea on large
ocean-going research vessels 19 times and alsoworked on
smaller boats.




